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Onnagata Labyrinth of Gendering in Kabuki Theater is a captivating
exploration of the enigmatic world of onnagata, the male actors who play
female roles in the traditional Japanese theater form known as kabuki. This
groundbreaking work delves into the intricate history, cultural significance,
and artistic techniques that define this unique performance tradition.
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The Origins of Onnagata: A Historical Perspective

The origins of onnagata can be traced back to the early 17th century, when
female actors were banned from performing in kabuki due to societal norms
and moral concerns. This prohibition inadvertently created an opportunity
for male actors to showcase their versatility and artistic prowess by
embodying female characters. Gradually, onnagata developed into a highly
specialized and respected craft, with actors undergoing rigorous training to
master the nuances of feminine movement, speech, and emotional
expression.

Unveiling the Labyrinth of Gendering

Onnagata Labyrinth of Gendering in Kabuki Theater illuminates the
complex and often paradoxical nature of gendering in onnagata
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performances. While onnagata actors embody female characters, they do
not simply imitate women. Instead, they create a distinct and artistic
interpretation of femininity that both conforms to and subverts gender
expectations. Through elaborate costumes, makeup, and mannerisms,
onnagata artfully navigate the liminal space between masculinity and
femininity, challenging conventional notions of gender identity.

Exploring the Techniques of Onnagata

The book delves deeply into the technical aspects of onnagata
performance, providing readers with a comprehensive understanding of the
skills and artistry required to excel in this demanding field. From the subtle
nuances of body language to the intricate application of makeup, Onnagata
Labyrinth of Gendering in Kabuki Theater unravels the secrets of this
enigmatic art form, allowing readers to appreciate the extraordinary
craftsmanship of onnagata actors.

Cultural Significance of Onnagata

Beyond its artistic merits, onnagata plays a significant role in Japanese
culture. It reflects the country's rich history of gender fluidity and
performance traditions. The book explores the cultural significance of
onnagata in contemporary Japan, examining its influence on popular
culture, gender equality, and artistic expression.

Insights from Renowned Experts

Onnagata Labyrinth of Gendering in Kabuki Theater features exclusive
interviews with renowned experts in the field of kabuki and gender studies.
These scholars offer invaluable insights into the history, artistry, and cultural



impact of onnagata, providing readers with a comprehensive and
multifaceted understanding of this fascinating subject.

: A Journey through Gender and Performance

Onnagata Labyrinth of Gendering in Kabuki Theater is a must-read for
anyone interested in kabuki, Japanese culture, gender studies, or the
intersection of art and performance. This thoroughly researched and
engaging book takes readers on a journey through a world where gender is
fluid, identity is multifaceted, and artistic expression knows no bounds.
Through its exploration of onnagata, the book challenges our perceptions
of gender and invites us to reflect on the complexities of human identity and
the transformative power of theater.
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